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By
C. Raymond Clar

During this fire season of 1927 the new Division could boast of 28 State Rangers, six patrolmen, seven
inspectors and nine lookout stations. Twenty county boards of supervisors had entered some type of contractual arrangement under which the State Forester provided a patrolman or a ranger to handle fire protection over all or a specified portion of a particular county.
From 1928 to 1932 there was a rapid increase in federal aid made available under the Clark-McNary Act.
The reimbursement payments made to California rose from less than $40,000 to more than$160,000 in this
period. This source of income naturally became very important in the State Forester’s working budget.
The Board of Forestry made allotments from this fund as its judgment dictated. Then about 1929 the representatives of independent agencies, such as organized lumbermen, and most especially Los Angeles
County, began making demands for shares of the fund which they claimed had been properly “earned” by
the original fire prevention expenditures of their clients.
The U.S. Forest Service was a major claimant for any money allotments that might be made by the Board.
This was because of the four and a half million acres of private and State owned forest land that agency
protected within and adjacent to the National Forests. As a matter of fact, the Forest Service was a prime
beneficiary of the mentioned compulsory patrol fee law of 1923.
In 1930 this Board of Forestry strove valiantly to initiate a Fire Prevention Plan (as they termed it) which
would quadruple the legislative appropriation in successive steps by 1936. The ultimate sum they envisioned was an annual State appropriation of $800,000 aside from a contingent fire emergency fund. The
Depression and the defeat of Governor Young quietly ended the Board’s statewide education campaign.
Matching Money versus Allotment by Need
State Forestry officials could approach the forest land fire protection job along several avenues. They
could make grants in aid to another fire agency; or they could undertake the job with State personnel. In
either case there remained the question of a money allotment formula for a particular area. Should they institute a money matching scheme as an incentive to develop more material interest on the part of local government and private parties? Or should a straightforward determination of fire protection needs govern the
State contribution? The latter proposal could take the shape of a money grant to another agency or the assignment of a planned and specified number of State men and firefighting facilities on State protected
ground.
For a dozen years there was a pulling and hauling among individuals or groups favoring one or the other
formula, depending upon their honest convictions or the calculated benefits from the particular system.
At the same time it can probably be accurately stated that some of the participants did not clearly distinguish between the two basic formulas. At any rate until approximately 1943 State forest fire money was
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expended under a blending of the two concepts.
It is easy to claim that local interest will be stirred up if an outside agent makes an incentive contribution
in direct proportion to the local effort. What should be kept in mind is that under such a scheme the rich
can get richer to the detriment of the deserving poor.
Such a aggravation arose early in respect to demands from Los Angeles County upon the State Forester.
Representatives of that county insisted that because they were willing to appropriate so willingly for fire
protection, a relatively large share of available State or federal funds should be transmitted to them as heir
duly earned share.
The repeated response from Sacramento was to the effect that other areas deserving of State interest would
be improperly treated if only a matching, or “local earning” formula were used to distribute the insufficient
money resources at hand.
Then of course, there continuously existed the very practical problem which could have only an arbitrary
solution at best. The question was : of the total funds spent for non-city fire protection in a populous,
wealthy area, such as Los Angeles County, what portion could fairly be said to be for the protection of
general widespread watershed values?
The State Forester and U.S. Regional Forester in 1929 named a figure in respect to an annual “ClarkeMcNary expenditure ceiling” for Los Angeles County. They said that $100,000 seemed reasonable rather
than a sum three times that much, as locally claimed.
In much of the remainder of California of immediate interest to the board of Forestry, it must be stated in
all honesty that many owners of young timber saw no economic value in it; few had the slightest
knowledge of or reason for caring about watershed protection. And further, the thin population and lean
property tax base were not conductive to any money matching games; not even when played with the underfed State Board of Forestry of that period.
Under these circumstances, five county fire departments progressed independently and well. These were
Los Angeles, Ventura, Santa Barbara, San Mateo and Marin. They were variously referred to as nonDivision, outside, or contract counties.
The Vital Impact of the Great Depression
By the spring of 1931 the effect of the great economic depression was weighing heavily upon California.
This relatively self-sufficient State was being drenched in bitter juices of the Grapes of Wrath. Highways
and railroads brought in new hordes of hungry itinerants daily. Incendiary fires were ignited to create
work. Hungry families were sometimes fed in Division of Forestry fire camps because the women and
children were there and they were hungry.
State unemployment camps were established during the winters of 1931-32 and 1932-33 for transient single men. S. Rexford Black, the representative of the organized lumber industry and chairman of the Board
of Forestry, was certainly a prime instigator of the “labor camp” program.
The majority of these camps were established in timber or watershed areas throughout the foothills and
lower elevations within the national Forests. State and federal forestry personnel served as camp and work
supervisors throughout the winter lull between fire seasons. Transients came and went in the camps as they
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pleased. They received food and a bed, tobacco, and some necessary clothing in return for a day’s labor
at firebreak or road construction.
In the spring of 1933 this program closed and the great Civilian Conservation Corps came into being.
The story of the tremendous physical development of fire control facilities under the latter, and its sister
federal emergency work programs, is well known. The unemployment relief programs commonly called
WPA and SERA also made valuable contributions to the public forestry agencies.
It has been claimed quite reasonably that the California Division of Forestry found itself advanced a full
twenty years beyond any otherwise contemplated progress in the construction of lookout stations, ranger
stations, telephones lines and similar facilities. The non-Division agencies also received a full share of
contributions from these unemployment relief programs.
In respect to the place of State Government in that peculiar upside down world of reality, it would be
reasonable to say that the fiscal and social conservatives found themselves overwhelmed by the vicissitudes of economic circumstance. The Division of Forestry had grown lustily because of the forced feeding during the Depression era.
Three things occurred during the early 1930’s (aside from the physical work accomplishment) which
bore heavily upon the development of a State fire protection system. There was in 1932 1 serious attempt made by the Board of Forestry to determine a sound fiscal system for handling the State’s money
resources and fire protection responsibility. There was firmly established a system of hiring and stationing crews of firefighters throughout the State during the eight to ten month fire season. And there was
initiated in 1944 a Master Fire Plan Study by a few young foresters in the State Forester’s Office.
There would appear to be nothing spectacular in any of the three listed actions. Yet each bore heavily
upon the eventual development of a firm policy for a statewide fire protection system.
While the transient labor camps were being endorsed and aided by State Director of Finance Roland
Vandegrift, he (again in collaboration with Rex Black) proposed a study to determine the proper disposition of such State money as might be available to the Board of Forestry for fire protection. Vandegrift
was the strong man in the James Rolph administration, and he very explicitly advised the Board to have
no part of county cooperative money and thus get out of rural fire protection. Chairman Black concurred.
Clearly, both gentlemen were concerned with rigid efficiency and economy in government. Mr. Black
was especially concerned that the State was diluting its strength to the specific detriment of timberland
fire protection.
The Sanford Plan
The Board hired a consultant, as agreed upon, to make a study of the situation. This was Forest Engineer
Burnett Sanford. His subsequent scheme for allotting funds within and beyond the Division came to be
called the Sanford Plan as a term of convenience.
Sanford and his small committee of advisors might well have held out for the rigid exclusion of structural and agricultural values in the complete State protection scheme. However, a devastating fact of fiscal life confronted them in respect to the inadequacy of State and Federal funds available to maintain a
functioning State organization. It is probable also, that neither the State Forester, the Board, nor numerous assorted county supervisors, legislators and State Rangers out in the hinterlands were especially enchanted with the idea of a political and organizational fracture after a dozen years of tolerable togetherness. Vandegrift and Black were in a position to practically dictate the course of action for the Board and
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Division of Forestry in 1932. But there did not exist any statistical proof that the timber-watershed area
received in total, any less satisfactory fire protection under the cooperative system than it would have if
the State Forester had divorced his agency from all rural interest. Unfortunately, this lack of detailed
basic knowledge about the organization which could be used to shape operational policy was exactly
what made the State Forester vulnerable to unsubstantiated criticism.
Sanford proceeded to zone out blocks of that portion of California which had come to be clearly accepted as timber or watershed land wherein the general public would suffer a loss in the event of wildfire. As
stated above, this “State interest” area did not include land owned by the Federal Government nor land
within the boundaries of corporate cities.
He had no faith in the accumulation of individual fire reports submitted by State Rangers during past
years. Therefore, the very important historical aspect of fire incidence was ignored in the study. The intent was to place what might be termed a potential public fire loss value upon each zone block. This was
done quite arbitrarily. Weighted values were given to young and mature redwood and young and mature
pine. Watershed values ranged from one unit per acre on the north coast to 20 in some land blocks in
Southern California. State Parks were given a high value, which is to say, a high priority of responsibility
was placed upon the Division of Forestry for their protection.
The system was admittedly crude. But it did contain a little more statistical foundation for a judgement
of the State’s responsibility in each of the counties than had heretofore been used. However, the scheme
contained two basic organizational and administrative weaknesses. First, it is erroneous to assume that
the most efficient way to construct a statewide fire department is to establish protection units precisely
where the values to be protected are situated, especially if not nearly enough protection units are available
to spread around. Fires are not extinguished with money. The job is handled with men and equipment
working against time.
Secondly, this measuring of county against county was amplifying precisely what Black and Vandegrift
were trying to eliminate-the independent, county-firewarden State Ranger.
Be that as it may, each ranger unit now possessed a total relative weighted value which in theory could
be used to divide up the fiscal resources available to the State Forester’s Office from all sources. But not
quite all sources. Suspicious Rangers had hinted that maybe appropriations made by County A were
sometimes diverted to County B. Now was the time to set the record straight. County A’s Ranger was
credited with the County A appropriation in his working budget. And of course, the compulsory patrol
fees collected in County A had to be allotted back to the place of origin. And it wasn’t long before Los
Angeles County asserted that the “earning” of federal aid money based upon these local contributions
should also be credit to the unit of origin.
When this computation of money credits was allocated there remained for general distribution two items:
(1) the general State support appropriation, and (2) the federal aid earning on that particular income. This
“pool” of money was almost ready for distribution to all the units, both inside and outside the Division
proper. There was still a central State Forester’s Office to be maintained from the general appropriation.
And there was the delicate matter of a contingent reserve, specifically appropriated for the Division of
Forestry and available only for expenditure to hire, feed and transport temporary help in time of genuine
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fire emergency.
And there was another little matter. The first calculations indicated that some of the smaller units
could not acquire enough income under this system to support a Ranger. So the fine ideas of the Sanford Plan were again compromised by providing a flat allotment of $1,500 to each unit prior to dividing the residue in the pool on the basis of unit area weighted values.
Suppression Crew System Initiated
During an outburst of incendiarism in 1931 the idea of hiring full-time crews instead of pick-up labor
to fight fire was tried an desperation in a couple of counties. First there was a gathering of a few regular Division patrolmen at key locations, and then publication of the fact that no firefighters were going
to be hired under any circumstances. Resident incendiaries as well as hungry transients were thus put
on notice.
It had been common for years to call upon the State Emergency Fund or to request deficiency appropriations to pay for so-called pick-up firefighters at 25 cents an hour. Since 1929 the demand upon the
Treasury for this purpose and fluctuated from 50 to300 thousand dollars annually. This was a huge
sum compared with the regular State Foresters budget of those days. Therefore, in 1932 the natural
antipathy of the fiscal specialists to pay a fireman before any fire had started gave way to the reasonable idea that one dollar thus expended could prevent the expenditure of three that might well be required if abatement action was delayed and poorly organized. In that fire season, 250 men were hired
at a monthly wage of $25 and board. There was no recognized time off, night or day, for anyone during the fire season. About $38,000 was transferred from the appropriated fire emergency fund for this
purpose.
In a few years the total Division of Forestry expenditure for such crews increased to around $300,000
annually. Los Angeles County in particular objected strenuously to not being cut in. The point at issue, both administrative and legal, hinged upon the regulations which permitted only qualified State
official to expend State emergency fund money. Of late years the Division of Forestry has, of course,
assisted other agencies in times of emergency to the fullest extent practicable.
Yet Los Angeles would have been well justified during the 1930’s in protesting the Division use of
emergency fund to hire crewmen on a monthly basis. But this was no time for any fiscal logic other
than that which would effect economies. And the emergency fund had always been the source of
money for the hiring of firefighters. At any rate, it must be admitted the basic concept of the Sanford
Plan was violated in its incipiency; but not with malice. There were also two aspects of this situation
which State officials could have presented in defense of the twisted budgeting scheme. The Civilian
Conservation Corps, as a work force both before and during fire suppression action, was as a available to “outside” agencies as to the Division rangers. Secondly, the non-Division agencies maintained
a rigid independence in their organization and behavior. Some State forestry officials were beginning
to feel very firmly that the State organization had some right to develop as a unified working fire department, and was not created primarily to be a fund distribution agency for a group of county rangers.
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Master Fire Plan
The third mentioned important event was the development of a Master Fire Plan by a few young men in
the State Forester’s Office. The idea was proposed to Board Chairman Black in 1934 and he , being the
strong man around Sacramento, directed its start. He also made an initial salary contribution for a couple
of assistants from lumber association funds. Perhaps he believed that the original intent of the Board in
1931 to concentrate on so-called State values could be accomplished after a sound itemization of
planned field facilities was in the hands of the Board. Yet it is a paradoxical fact that the able Mr. Black,
some six years later. While representing the lumber industry before the Legislature, found it necessary
to oppose the full blown Division Fire Plan. Unquestionably he did so because of its cost and his lack of
faith in the incumbent leader.
No one around headquarters evidenced any great interest in the young technicians and their plans. The
strong-minded Deputy State Forester handling fire control was very busy supervising his own arrangement of field forces. So, at least it could be said that the principle of State paid regular fire suppression
crews was now firmly established. Thirty-nine CCC camps allotted to the State Forester (of which six
were under the jurisdiction and local direction of the Los Angeles County Forester and Firewarden)
were building firebreaks, roads, phone lines and structures.
The half dozen young men who composed the new Division “technical office” were for the most part
forest school graduates or engineers employed by the Division or supported through the several federal
relief programs. The lack of direction from the busy and generally disinterested superiors was the best
help they could have had. They took inventories of fire conditions and applied various new techniques
to their planning for fire detection, reporting and attack. Very early they discovered that adequate maps
for field studies simply did not exist. So a plan map compilation program was initiated.
Not much use was made of these practical studies except for the installation of twice the number of fire
lookouts that were existing in 1933. This program was conducted in close cooperation with the U.S.
Forest Service, and was dependent almost entirely upon the Emergency Conservation Fund (CCC).
Supplemental Budget of 1938
In October of 1938 the planning in detail for a statewide “State interest” fire control system was given
its first opportunity to show its value. Meeting in that month the Board of Forestry took two formal actions which tended to point in opposite directions. By resolution, it was declared that the State interest
was primarily involved with offering fire protection in the timber and general watershed lands; however,
assistance should be furnished rural areas, providing local funds were contributed to carry the bulk of
the local burden.
Secondly, the Board instructed the State Forester through his staff to “study and develop an adequate
fire prevention, protection and suppression program, by counties, to be coordinated with a statewide
comprehensive program”.

This article taken from the pamphlet “ Evolution of California’s Wildland Fire Protection System” by: C. Raymond Clar
To be continued in the February 2020 issue
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The Big Jimmy is supported by:
Lennie Baker, John Hess, Mickey Hess, Bob Robeson Don
Russell and Bill Welch

8

g i f t s

The Bud Lewis Engine is supported by: Donna Lewis, Jack Elder
and Laura Lewis

To contribute to a display or another engine that is not listed here, please contact the museum.

w a n t e d
Are you on the hunt for something? Email us and we’ll post it here for just $5 for four issues.

8’ x 22’ trailer with tandem axel to haul 1929 Ford Model AA Fire Truck. Contact Museum at 909-881-6984.

D o n a t i o n s
The Museum Committee appreciates those who have donated during 2018.
Gary Aguilar, Ken Alford, Lennie Baker, Glenn Bayless, Bill Britton, David Buck,
Patricia Burke, Duane Chamlee, Rod Delgado, Hank Epling, Robert Ford, Carl
Garrity, Dale Geldert, Ken Gilbert, James Grammer, Sharlene Harkness, Pam
Herold, Robert Innes, Steve Jones, Bill Keen, Mike Klaesson, Donna Lewis,
Laura Lewis, Rosemarie Miller, Bill Moss, Chuck Muller, Don Paulsen, Kim Pennington, Johnathon Ruskovich,, Evelyn Armenta-Santillan, Ralph Titus, Robert
Tofson, Beverly Trammell, Clint Vance, Hank Weston, Brian Weatherford, Charles
White, Inland Empire Fire Safe Alliance

Corporation
We are a Corporation in the
State of California.
We have our 501C (3)
5 year letter from the Internal
Revenue Service and the
Franchise Tax Board
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Contribute regularly! The forms for payroll deduction are on our web site. Click on “home” then “payroll deduction forms.”
Retiree’s who have signed up for payroll deduction
Doug Allen, Ed Almeda, Tom Andreas, David Avila, Lennie Baker, Troy Baker, John Barbour, Jim Barta, Linda Batchelor, Virginia
Belcher, Larry Benson, Tom Berry, Doug Blangsted, Russ Bockhop, Walt Bolster, Carol Bouchard, Don Brooks, Jon Brothers, Larry
Brown, John Bruno, Bill Buchko, Bob Burkett, Rod Bywater, Ron Bywater, Mark Carlson, Larry Caughlan, Ernie Ceja, Duane
Chamlee, Ernylee Chamlee, Bill Christen, Frank Clark, Jack Clarke, Gerald Coalson, Bob Cole, Larry Cowger, Bill Christen, Len
Cudney, Mona Curtis, Steve Dale, Lou Daniel, Jeff Davis, Sam Davis, Rod Delgado, Mike Del Puppo, Dan Dinneen, Reno DiTullio,
Will Donaldson, Dave Dougherty, Mike Dowd, Steve Drake, Herb Drumm, Cliff Dulcich, Wayne Dunham, Kevin Eggleston, Larry
Erickson, Don Escher, Joanne Evans, Ron Faulkner, Steve Fennell, Mike Fernandez, Pat Filbin, Mary Flake, Fred Flores, Dick Ford,
Sunnie Fronek, Bruce Fosdike, Greg Furey, Duane Gaddy, Jim Gahagan, Tom Gardner, Roy Geer, Larry German, Jerry Glover, Dick
Goings, Dave Goldemberg, Rich Green, Robert Green, John Gruber, Peter Grzeskowiak, Carlo Guthrie, George Haines, Ken Hale,
Bill Harrington, Steve Hansler, Steve Hartman, Dick Hayes, Charles Heinbach, Tony Hernandez, Scott Herrick, Frank Holbrook, B ill
Holmes, Don Holt, Delmas Hoppis, Chuck Howell, Floyd Humerickhouse, Steve Huntington, Bob Jackson, Clayton Jolley, Jim
Jones, Gary Karle, Darrel Kelly, Ken Kenoyer, Phil Kerr, Lewis Killion, Roy Killion, Craig Kincaid, Carl Kinnel, John Krum, Dan Lang,
Doug Lannon, Steve Lawshe, Ron Lee, Ernest Leedy, Dave Locke, Bruce Lodge, Neil Logan, Jim Major, Chuck Maner, Lisa Marrone, Bob Martines, Mike Mata, Jim Matus, Steve Maurer, Neil McBride, Jim McCarter, John McLaughlin, Bill Meers, Charles
Meildell, Steve Mello, Jim Mierkey, Alan Miller, Jeff Millar, Ordean Monsen, Bob Monsen, Jim Moranda, Jerry Murphy, Carl Murray,
Bill Neville, Glen Newman, Jan Newman, Jim Nolan, Steve Norris, Dennis O’Brien, Bill O’Connor, Tom O’Keefe, Don Olday, Frank
Orr, George Osborne, Joe Palmer, Chris Parker, Kim Pennington, Eugene Peterson, Janet Piccola, George Pond, Joe Poole, Loren
Poore, Chuck Pruett, Marge Ramsey, Ray Regis, Stephanie Regis, Jim Reid, Howard Riggs, Mike Ritchey, Jeff Row, Jerry Rolph,
Bradley Romaine, Marc Romero, Barry Rudolph, Don Russell, Bill Sager, Rudy Saldana, Don Salisbury, Louie Sanchez, John
Sanders, Fred Schmidt, John Schnell, Dan Schott, Greg Scott, Joel Semple, Pixie Semple, Ron Serabia, Kit Sherman, Norm Silver,
Art Smith, Ed Smith, Jim O. Smith, Kathy Smith, Ron Smith, Dick Smithen, Ray Snodgrass, Gary So, Steve Soltz, Grayson Sorrels ,
Gene Starks, Mary Stock, Jack Story, Rick Swan, Steve Thomas, Mary Tierney, Bob Tinker, Dan Todd, Jesse Torres, Robert Toy,
Bruce Tubeville, Jim Turner, George Toussaint, Mike Valley, Clint Vance, Hank Van Loon, Jim Van Meter, Carl Vogt, Jim Wagner,
Bea Walls, Ruth Wasley, Nancy Weatherbie, Hank Weston, Keith White, Craig Williams, Randy Wilson, Tom Wilson, Mike Witesman, Dick Witesman, Darrell Wolf, Steve Woodill, Don Woods and Chad Zrelak

Active Employee’s who have signed up for payroll deduction
Eric Abrams, Bradley Adam, Tim Ashworth, Annette Avila, Glenn Barley, Steve Beach, Andy Bennett, Tim Bingham, Greg Birchfield,
Erik Blakeway, Cody Bogan, Chris Bondy, Mike Bowman, Liz Brown, Seth Brown, Tim Buckley, Chris Bump, Tanya Camper-Lange,
Shayne Canady, Bryan Carter, Tonya Castro, Tim Chavez, Josh Chrisman, Earl Crawford, Daniel Cullen, Ed Darnall, John
Dominguez III, Paul Duncan, Matt Dunham, Brian Erickson, Greg Everhart, Duran Gaddy, Alex J. Garcia, Alex M. Garcia, Ralph
Gladwin, Jacob Gurrea, Shannan Harris, Dick Harvey, John Hawkins, Alison Hesterly, Scott Heyermann, Patrick Hibbard, Daniel
Hofshi, Shawn Hogan, Kevin Holland, Todd Hopkins, Scott Jalbert, Jeff Johnson, Mark Johnson, Robert Johnson, John Jones, M.
Kirkhart, Bill Kissinger, Bill Knight, Jared Krum, David Krussow, Dick Lancaster, Alex Law, Edwardo Lee, Travis Lemm, Tommy
Lemus, Joshua Lewis, Trevor Littleton, Barbara Loescher, David Logan, Anastasiv Lopez, James Lopez, Mike Lopez, Jason
Luckebach, Cherilyn MacAdam, Grant Malinowski, Jason Marsh, Cathy Mattingly, Bryan McEntire, Dan McPeck, Mike Meddles,
Chris Miller, Geoff Money, Chad Moxley, Jeff Munyon, Andrew Murphy, Shawn Newman, D. Nish, George Nunez, Colette O’Connor,
Abby O’Leary, M. Orton, Bill Otterman, Dick Owens, Ryan Pack, Mechele Partridge, Nick Perricelli, Jamie Phillips, Joe Pidgeon, Ken
Pimlott, Roger Raines, Matt Reischman, Andre Schmidt, Stuart Sharp, Mike Shater, Tom Shoots, Drew Smith, Brook Spelman,
Lucas Spelman, Owen Starkweather, Brett Taylor, Diane Thompson, John Toon, Steve Volmer, Steve Ward, Bill Weiser, Ryan
West, Alicia Whippy, Joshua Williams, Ralph Williams, T. Williams, Cristina Williamson, Frank Wilson, and Mara Zaver
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These posters are available in 13”x19” and are $10 each including tax. Shipping & handling is $5.00 for one or all.
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A d v e r t i s e i n o u r n e w s l e t t e r
p u r c h a s i n g a q u a r t e r p a g e a d .
i s s u e s p e r y e a r $ 1 0 0 . 0 0

b y
F o u r

The Perfect Gift
California’s Only Memorial
Dedicated to Wildland Firefighters
Donations help to maintain and update the Memorial.
Let us remember all who gave the ultimate sacrifice.

California Wildland Firefighter Memorial, Inc.
P.O. Box 21092
San Bernardino, CA 92406
Phone: (909) 881-6984
WWW.CWFM.INFO
PayPal available

Give the Gift of CDF History

This three-dimensional 24kt gold plated ornament with red engine is a
beauty. Representing the 1939 GMC Fire Truck “Big Jimmy”, the famous
CDF engine, this gift is sure to please the CDF Firefighter, retiree, or CDF
spouse in your life.
“Big Jimmy” is mounted in a 5”x5” gift box with a
commemorative card detailing the engine’s remarkable history. Also suitable for
framing as a presentation piece.
This American-made limited edition of 150 is priced at $25 including
shipping and handling. As an additional bonus, a portion of your purchase will be donated to the CalFire Museum.
Brought to you by Custom Ornaments

Order online at ChiefHolt@twc.com or call 951-961-3228
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Continued from page 1

would be the best bang for the buck.
The continued funding source provided by Resolution FIN 5-18am is an extremely important mechanism
in achieving the goal of obtaining an appropriate site much sooner rather than later. Your continued support is very much appreciated and is indicative of a proud organization which is rich in history and a
membership that is supportive of protecting historical items of interest to everyone.
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d o r s h a v e
p a c e i n y o
p e r y e a r c
y e a r
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p u r c h a s e d
u r n e w s l e t t e r
h a r g e $ 2 5 . 0 0
c a r d
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WE’RE ON THE WEB
WWW.CALFIREMUSEUM.COM
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3800 Sierra Way
San Bernardino, CA 92405
Phone: 909-881-6984
E-mail: cdfmuseum@yahoo.com

Or Current Resident

Help Us Preserve Our History

John Shimer, beautifully restored 1935 Chevrolet engine pictured here with the
current engine at the Coulterville Station in the Madera-Mariposa–Merced Unit.
John has donated the engine to the museum and we are in the process of finding a
place to house it hopefully in MMU. .

